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As the chart above (from The New York Times in October 2008) shows, although the Credit 
Default Swap problem had grown from $45 trillion in March 2008 to $55 trillion in October 
2008 (an uncertain figure - Paul Solman says $62 trillion), the total value of Derivatives based on 
Interest Rate Swaps and Options and Currency Swaps had grown to $465 trillion, and the total 
growth in the 6 years from 2002 to 2008 of effective asset-money supply created by Derivatives 
of the Shadow-Banking-System increased by $531 - $106 = $425 trillion. 
Just as overvalued mortgages triggered a collapse of the excess $55 - $2 = $53 trillion in the 
Credit Default Swap asset-money Bubble, inaccurately valued Interest Rate and Currency 
Situations can (and probably will, when a Black Swan Event hits) trigger a collapse of the excess 
$465- $101 = $364 trillion in the Interest Rate-Currency Swap asset-money Bubble. 
When that happens, the $45 to $53 trillion construction program of nuclear reactors, 
rapid rail transit, etc., needed to rescue the USA from the Credit Default Swap debacle will be 
insufficient and a $364 trillion program will be needed. If the USA cannot handle 
that, then the New York/London Financial System may collapse like a Ponzi Scheme, the Global 
Financial System will probably change to a Shanghai System based in China, 
and the USA may become a backwater nation, with Havana as the Western Hemisphere capital of 
the Global China Hegemon. 

update October 2008 ... Beyond SubPrime ...

http://www.tony5m17h.net/VEpptmov.mov
http://www.tony5m17h.net/VEpptmov.mov


Cory Doctorow said, on BoingBoing on February 26, 2008:
"... The Subprime Primer is a 45-slide presentation that uses stick figures to explain the present economic meltdown ...". 
The next day on BoingBoing Chief Jimbo said: 
"... I have it on good sources that this was actually made at Countrywide Financial ...". 

In light of some things that happened since February 2008, when The Subprime Primer appeared on google,
I added an alternate ending and put it on the web at tony5m17h.net/SubprimeShanghai.pdf
and tony5m17h.net/Subprime5hanghai.mov
The first is a 3.4 MB pdf file and the second is a 1.9 MB mov file.

The post-February 2008 events were:

1 - A 23 March 2008 New York Time web article by Nelson D. Schwartz and Julie Creswell said, about Credit Default Swap 
Derivatives:
“... Today, the outstanding value of the swaps stands at more than $45.5 trillion,
up from $900 billion in 2001. ...”.

2 - Joseph Coleman, in a 6 June 2008 AP news article about an International Energy Agency (IEA) report, said:
“…The world needs to invest $45 trillion 
in energy in coming decades, build some 1,400 nuclear power plants ...”.

3 - A Reuters web article on 17 Sep 2008 said:
"... a leading Chinese state newspaper said ... the world must consider building a financial order no longer dependent on the United 
States ...”.

4 - I saw "Gabriel Over the White House" on Turner Classic Movies. 
In a 17 September 2008 National Review Online article, Jonah Goldberg said [some of the bracketed material is from a Synopsis a 
TCM web page]: 
"... William Randolph Hearst believed America needed ... FDR (and claimed that he put Roosevelt over the top at the Democratic 
convention). Deciding that the best way to influence FDR - and the American people - was via Hollywood, he personally reworked a 
script based on the book Gabriel Over the White House, which became a movie of the same name starring Walter Huston as 
President Judd Hammond ...
One of the project’s uncredited script doctors was the Democratic presidential nominee, Franklin D. Roosevelt. He took time off 
from the campaign to read the script and suggested several important changes that Hearst incorporated into the film. “I want to send 
you this line to tell you how pleased I am with the changes you made in ‘Gabriel Over the White House,’” Roosevelt wrote a month 
into office. ...
[In the movie]... Hammond, a Hoover-like partisan hack of a president, has a car accident and is visited by the archangel Gabriel. 
When he recovers, he is reborn with a religious fervor to do good for America. 
He fires his entire cabinet - big-business lackeys ...
He orders the formation of a new “Army of Construction” [to employ the unemployed in useful construction projects]... 
Congress impeaches Hammond, and in response he appears before a joint session [He declares martial law and]... suspends Congress 
... 
[With martial law powers, he repeals Prohibition and]... nationalizes the sale and manufacture of alcohol. 
When he meets with resistance from gangsters ... he orders a military trial ... Immediately after the trial, the gangsters are lined up 
against a wall behind the courthouse and executed. ...
Hammond [calls a conference of world leaders, threatening an American military build-up if they do not stop their own excessive 
military spending and use those resources for peaceful production, thus forcing all of the world leaders to sign a peace covenant. 
After all of the world leaders sign the historic covenant]... He dies of a heart attack ... and is eulogized as “one of the greatest 
presidents who ever lived". 




